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Urban Planters

Reopening
Fresh beginnings
As many office, leisure and hospitality businesses start
to open their doors again, we’ve been busier than ever.
Our planting is creating welcoming, calming and healthy
spaces to help reassure us as we get back to life.
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Explosion in demand
for green
It has been a tough 18 months for
everyone, both individually and
for businesses. But as restrictions
start to lift and people begin to
return to the workplace, we are
delighted that this has also led to
a very positive uptake in enquiries
for plant displays and all other
services we provide such as green
walls, green divides and a focus on
getting the external spaces on our
client’s sites back to the standard
required for a return to work.
Along with the explosion in
enquiries, our levels of sales have
increased significantly, which has
resulted in us achieving our half
year results in the first quarter.
This supports all the articles and
reports that have suggested that
planting and greenery is an integral
part of making the workplace
more inviting for returning staff.
Our national sales team recently
met for the first time in over a
year (see right), to catch up and
enjoy some well-deserved team
activities. It was a real boost to
be together after so long and
reinforced how vital in-person
contact is to workplace wellbeing.
Thomas Palfreyman
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Planting welcoming workspaces
The COVID-19 pandemic has forced many businesses to reassess their workspaces to create working
environments that are both reassuringly safe and welcoming, to reassure employees returning from many
months working from home.
Urban Planters North West have worked for a number of years with regeneration company Peel Land and
Property on a range of properties in their portfolio. Last year, Peel relocated its headquarters to a new space
at the top of one of their Manchester buildings, which offers sweeping views over the Trafford Centre and the
city beyond.
Peel required a scheme that was biophilic-inspired, incorporating as much internal planting as possible to
create a healthy, relaxed and comfortable feel to the various spaces around the building. As they begin to
welcome staff back to the office, they knew that planting is an effective way to make both staff and visitors feel
valued.
The scheme features a range of live floor-standing displays, cabinet top planters and living pictures. To optimise
the air cleaning effect of the live planting, we also installed ActiveAir units, which use smart technology to
enhance the natural purifying properties of plants. We also provided rich, single species planting for their living
wall unit, which the employees like to call the ‘dancing wall’ to separate areas within the individual spaces.
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A reassuring return to the office
As businesses across the UK start to welcome employees back to the office
post-lockdown it is clear that working habits have changed, perhaps for good.
Whether it is maintaining a COVID-safe distance from our co-workers or seeking
a more flexible working set up which allows some home working, businesses
need to recalibrate their workspaces to create reassuring, welcoming and flexible
spaces for their returning workforce.
Urban Planters have been working closely with clients to design planting schemes
which suit post-pandemic working. We can create healthy distances with plants by
forming one-way foot-flow around the office, setting up planted barriers between
workstations, or using worktop displays to discourage people from leaning over a
co-worker’s desk.
Planting also helps to create a welcoming environment for cautious returning
employees. Biophilic elements are proven to reduce stress and boost happiness.
They also aid concentration and can be used as natural screens to create private
working areas for concentration work, something that many have found easier
when working from home.
We have also been helping businesses to support those who are not yet back at
the office by offering a package of small plant displays to bring life to their home
office.
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Re-rooting nature:
Urban saves thousands
of oak trees
Trees play a vital role in protecting our planet for the future, as well as keeping earth,
and us, healthy and happy in the present. At Urban Planters, we reconnect people
with nature, mostly through planting schemes but sometimes through something
more ambitious.
We have been working with long-standing client McArthurGlen to save thousands of
oak trees, relocating them to new sites around Britain. Some 5,500 of our donated trees
are going to national park initiatives at The Forest of Cornwall and the Pembrokeshire
coast, where volunteers will plant them and they can take root, for future generations
to enjoy.
We are also planting hundreds of trees across McArthurGlen’s retail sites and gifting
potted trees to several local schools.
The mighty worm
Urban Derbyshire has teamed up with The Urban Worm, at McArthurGlen’s West
Midlands site, to send all our waste clippings to on site worm ‘bins’, where they create
compost to be used back on the site. No waste miles and happy, fortified plants!
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Reuben Gowland
Food & Beverage Manager
The Post House

“Paul and his team helped us capture
Dining out on
the look we wanted, to compliment
restaurant design perfectly. We
opulent planting the
are delighted with the quality, style
This family-run establishment was decorated for launch
during the 2020 pandemic, ready to open its doors as
restrictions lifted.
The opulent furniture and fittings has an eclectic but
harmonious mix of textures in a building where traditional
brickwork meets contemporary glazed atriums.

and fantastic service and support we
received and would fully recommend
Urban Planters to anyone.
Reuben Gowland Food & Beverage Manager
The Post House Bar & Grill

Urban Planters Derbyshire was approached by the client
when they were struggling to find a supplier who could
match the planting to the aesthetic as well as meet their
tight deadlines.
We selected a rich variety of planting including artificial
trailing plants curving around ceiling recesses, large-leafed
live displays and a centrepiece replica olive tree which
stands proudly in a bespoke table planter in the atrium.
A mixture of brushed honey gold leaf and mother of pearl
shell planters echo the surrounding lavish interior design.
The client was so happy with the initial scheme, they
commissioned further displays from us a few months later.
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Plants form the backbone
to wellness at The Spine
For the first time in its 500-year history, the Royal College of Physicians has moved into
an office outside London, called The Spine. Built in partnership with Liverpool Council
and designed by AHR, the building sits in the heart of Liverpool in Paddington Village,
part of the wider Knowledge Quarter. The RCP will occupy seven floors of the 14-storey
building, providing events, services and activities closer to its members in the north.
With wellbeing at the very core of its design, the building has been constructed with the
aim of being one of the healthiest workplaces in the world.
The human body is integral to the building’s design, from the distinctive vertebrae-like
stairs to the tessellated polygons designed to mimic the look of skin cells in the exterior
glazing.

Planting WELLbeing
The Spine is BREEAM Outstanding rated and has been built according to principles
established in the WELL Standard, the premier standard for buildings seeking to implement,
validate and measure features that support and advance human health and wellness. The
building is in fact on track to achieve the WELL Platinum rating.
Vital to achieving the WELL Standard was biophilic design. Working with designers Oobe
and Overbury, Urban Planters carefully selected the plating around the building to improve
air quality.
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Vertical villages
The building has a series of internal planting beds and living walls which are designed to connect
them with nature and improve their mental wellbeing.
Centraol to the planting design for the building are the ‘vertical villages’, three double-height green
spaces on the ground, 10th and 12th floors featuring planters containing high-oxygen-producing
plants to improve the internal environment.
The aim was to create a forest effect with the planting, using Veitchia merillii trees as large as 4.3
metres tall and a mixture of large-leaved live planting. The planting beds are built into the floor, to
make the natural elements seem intrinsic to the building.
Two large GSky living walls mimic the cell pattern of the building’s exterior using a mixture of genus
and species to achieve varying shades and textures.
‘The architect’s knowledge and foresight with the planting design made it something rather exceptional
and different to work on,’ says National Sales Director, Tom Palfreyman. ‘When the planting is included
in the very design of a new building, it can look and feel part of the structure, so the natural elements can
truly bring life to the humanmade.
‘And, given the client, the strong focus on maximising the health benefits of plants was no real surprise!’
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Uniform
planting +
simple decor =
pure chemistry
Our Leicestershire branch was tasked with bringing
life to the chemistry units of British Gypsum’s newly
refurbished offices in Loughborough.
The planting scheme uses cabinet top planters which
run the length of walkways to maximise greenery in the
space with dense rows of lush Epipremnum aureum.
The same planting was used in displays set in
contemporary Allemuir crate grids to create impactful
simplicity which perfectly matches the clean lines of
the new workspace.
Bright red Guzmania in free-standing white planters
frame doorways and a living picture brings a biophilic
touch to a meeting room without using up vital
floorspace.
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Bespoke pots
echo Skandi
design for Den

Den Interiors had a clear vision of the
planting needed for the offices they were
designing for Habôdel’s Doncaster offices.
Their brief was a relaxed and simple
Scandinavian style created using plants
with a tropical feel and containers in simple
finishes but with an unusual twist.
The client had her eye on a particular style
of container which was not available off
the shelf. Urban Planters South Yorkshire’s
Paul Rogers consulted closely with Den
and plant product suppliers Nieuwkoop to
source the right products to connect together
and create the unique shape required.
We used large-leafed plants to fit the brief
for a tropical feel, while also creating impact
without large clusters of planting.
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Our South West branch has a wellestablished relationship with China
Fleet Country Club in Saltash, and we
have refreshed their planting schemes
many times over the years.

Planting refresh
shows less is more

This most recent redesign was carried
out in readiness for the club’s reopening
in mid-May, as COVID-19 restrictions were
further eased.
The client wanted impact and visual
interest to greet reutringin clients. This
time, we decided that fewer displays of
structural planting, housed in interesting
pots, would create the impact required.
High light levels around parts of the
building meant we could use impactful
planting such as Croton petra, with its
vibrant colours and large leaves along with
a mixture of other large-leafed structural
planting in free-standing displays.
Textured containers such as Luxe Light
Universe pots and wave-patterned black
River planters added further interest.

Aiming higher with
new climate goals
As a business we are now committed to offsetting 110%
of our annual carbon emissions, meaning we can give
back to the planet more than we take. Through tree
planting and supporting a range of offset projects
around the world with Ecologi we are taking significant
steps towards achieving this.
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